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Abstract 
We show that there is a first countable space X such that X2 has an uncountable 
point-finite family of open sets but X itself cannot have such a family. 
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The purpose of this paper is to answer Problem 3.2 of [3] where we refer the 
reader for some background and references to related works. 
Theorem. ’ There is a first countable O-dimensional space X such that X2 has an 
uncountable point-finite family of open sets but X itself cannot have such a family. 
Proof. Identify w, with a subset of {O, l}“’ in such a way that for every nonempty 
open U of {O, l}“, U n w1 is stationary in w,. For S G wi, let X(S) be the set of all 
countable subsets of S which are compact in both topologies of wi (i.e., the order 
topology of wi and the separable metric topology induced from the Cantor space). 
X(S) is topologized with Oi-an topology [21, i.e., a basic open neighborhood of c in 
X(S) has the form 
[c, V]={dEX(S): cdzV}, 
where V is a Cantor-open set containing c. 
r Problem 3.2 of [3] asks for such an example in a more restrictive class of spaces (Moore spaces), but 
as pointed out in [31 it suffices to construct such first countable space. 
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Claim 1. If S n S’ is nonstationary, the product X(S) XX(S’) has an uncountable 
point-finite family of open sets. 
Proof. Choose a club E disjoint from S n S’ such that for every 8 in E, if F+ is the 
minimal element of E above E, then we can find (Y, in [E, E+) n S and cy: in 
[E, E+) f’s’. Let B, = {c E X(S): (Y, E c) and BL = {c E X(Y): (.y: E c}. Then B, X 
B: (E E E) is the required family of open sets. 
Claim 2. Suppose S c o, is everywhere stationary ‘. Then X(S) contains no uncount- 
able point-finite family of open sets. 
Proof. Let [cc, I$] (5 <o,> be a given family of basic-open subsets of X(S). By 
going to a subfamily we may assume that for some I/, V* = V’ for all [. Let D be 
the set of all 6 in w1 such that 6 @ cg for some 5 > 6. Since c5 are countable and 
compact in both topologies it follows easily that D must be a stationary set. 
Reindexing we may assume that 6 e c8 for all 6 in D. Since cs are closed in the 
order topology c8 n 6 is bounded in 6 for all 6 in D. So by the Pressing Down 
Lemma there is stationary E c D and (Y in wi such that cg n 6 c cr for all 6 in E. 
Hence every cg for S in E splits into two disjoint sets ci and CA, where 
ci = cg n a. We may also assume that for every 6 < e in E, every ordinal from CA is 
smaller than every ordinal of CA. Considering (ci, cs) (6 E E) as a sequence of 
elements of the separable metric space exp(a + 1) X exp((0, l}“), we choose an 
Et,-condensation point (cg, cs) of this set. Let A4, (i < o) be a neighborhood basis 
of (c,“, cc) in exp(a + 1) X exp((0, 1)“). Let 
where Fi = {S E E: (c,“, cs) EM,} and where the closure is taken in wi with the 
order topology. Then F as well as the set F’ of all limit points of F are closed and 
unbounded in wi. Since I/n S is stationary we can choose a point y in the 
intersection l/n S n F’. Then we can find an increasing sequence 6, (i < w) with 
supremum y such that ai E F, for all i. It follows that cg, -+ c5 in exp({O, 1)“) and 
cfi” + c: in exp(a + 1). Let 
c = bl “cc” U%t. 
i<w 
Then c is a subset of V n S which is compact in both topologies of w,. Moreover, 
c is an element of the intersection of [c,~, V] (i < w) showing that the family of 
basic-open sets we started with is not point-finite in X(S). 
Let S and S’ be two disjoint everywhere stationary subsets of w, and let X be 
the sum of X(S) and X(Y). Then X satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. 0 
Remarks. The space X(S) also answers a question from [l, p. 4611 which asks for a 
first countable space of caliber (K,, K) which is not point-countably Lindelof, i.e., it 
* I.e., if a Cantor-open set intersects S, the intersection must be stationary. 
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has a point-countable open cover without a countable subcover. Clearly, X(w,> is 
such a space and [{a], X(o,>] (a < w,) is the point-countable open cover without a 
countable subcover. In fact, to answer the question of [ll one can also take the set 
of all nonempty closed and countable subsets of the Cantor space with the OEan 
topology. The argument from the proof of Claim 2 shows that this space has 
caliber (EI,, K,) while [lx], (0, l]“] ( x E (0, l]w> is a point-countable open cover 
without a countable subcover. 
Note that the subsequence [cg,, V] (i < w) exhibited in the proof of Claim 2 not 
only has nonempty intersection but its intersection contains the nonempty basic- 
open sets [c, V]. In other words, we have shown that the algebra of clopen subsets 
of X(S) has caliber (N,, K,). So we have produced a partially ordered set 9 of 
caliber (Et,, K,,) such that (K,, K,) is not a caliber of its square 9’. This seems to 
be the first example of this sort in the literature and caliber (N,, K,) seems to be 
the only standard chain condition on partially ordered sets at that level proved to 
be nonproductive. 
The space X(S) is not compact and indeed it is well known and easy to see that 
ccc and caliber (K,, K,,) are equal restrictions on a compact space X ruling out the 
possibility of having a compact space witnessing the nonproductiveness. In general, 
classes of compact spaces tend to identify different chain conditions. We remind 
the reader of one of the finest results of this sort, due to Shapirovskii (see e.g., [4]), 
which says that caliber it, and separability are equal restrictions on a compact 
countably tight space X. 
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